Crafting with Mia: 
Making a Flower Card

You will need:
- colored paper
- scissors
- markers
- ribbon or pipe cleaner
- hole puncher
- pencil
- tape or glue

1. Fold a sheet of colored paper diagonally, bringing corner A to point B on the right side.
2. Using scissors, cut off the bottom rectangular piece of the paper.
3. Place the square paper in front of you with the line from folding running vertically. Bring corners A and B towards the center line.
4. Fold corners A and B once more, this time to the outer diagonal folding lines.
5. Draw several flowers on a different page of colored paper, try drawing several kinds.
6. Cut out the flowers and whole punch each side of the folded paper a couple of inches from the bottom.
7. Tape or glue the flowers to the folded paper, focusing on the top half.
8. Draw centers and stems on your flowers.
9. Write a “Thank you for...” message on the inside of the card!
10. String pipe cleaner or string through the holes and tie the card shut.